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CONTROL OF S P INNING FLEXIBLE DI IACI:CRAFT 'IIY )(ODAL SYNTHESIS

L.	 flairovitch,* II.	 F.	 Van I.andinghnm** and II. oz***
Virginln PolyLechnlc lnntltute slid State University

Elackuburg, Virginln	 U.S.A.

Abotrnet	 I I No attempt wan made in Nor. 2 to uncouple tlm nyo-

tom equations.	 Control of flexible upneecraft by

A procedure lit presented for the active con- . model synthoolo in dincunuud by Poolaart (Rof, 	 0),

trol of n opinsl.ng flexible opscecrnft.	 Such n but Lila procedure pronuntad	 In valid only for noa-

nynlam t'xblbltn gyrunanple errveLa. 	 'rho dallsn gyroacuple systirma.	 In fact,	 Cho nmthuma Licit I

of the control, tar i l l 	 un modal decomposition model considered, used first 
lit
	 G, conniata

of List' gyroscopic oystom.	 Thin modal decoupling of three dinks mowlted on it flexible abortand ro-

procedure lends to a control muchnninm Implemented rating about a common nymmatry axis. 	 Such a model

in modular form, which reproaentu it 	 com- does not exhibit the gyroscopic effuct typical of

putatlmnnl ndvnntage over Lila control of the a spinning flexible structure capable of notation.

coupled system.	 Resign procedures are demonstrated

for two types of control nlgoritims, linear slid Thin paper develops a method for the design of

nonlinear.	 The first represents classical linear a controller boned oil 	 decomposition of spin-

feedback npproach and the second represli,nts an ap- ning structures developed in Refs. 5 and G. 	 For

plicstion of on-off control, both types made fea- high-order systems, this approach offers substan-
sible by the modal decomposition scheme, tial computational advantages. 	 In the first place,

the modal decoupling procedure leads to a control

1,	 In Lroduction I mechanism which can be implemented in modular form.
;Floreover, one can use docoupled dynamics to design

An spacecraft structures increase in size, an observer also.	 Following decoupling, each can-

weight limitatinns demand that various substruc- trol-group is governed by a set of two first-order

tures be made as light as possible, which in turn differential equations with a skew symmetric ma-

requires that they be highly flexible. 	 On the trix of coefficients.	 These sets of equations can

other hand, greater pointing accuracy necessitates be integrated readily, thus permitting independent

finer attitude control, which can be achieved only control of spacecraft modes.	 Design procedures

through active control of the spacecrnft. 	 _n con- are demonstrated for two types of control algo-

trolling a flexible spacecraft,	 the problem of ai- rithma, linear and nonlinear. 	 The first repre-

mulcting the flexibility is often critical, as the sents a classical linear feedback approach in the

(lumber of degrees of freedom of the simulation can form of proportional control and the second repre-

become so large as to render various mathematical sents 
all

	 of on-off control, both types

techniques unfeasible.	 Of course, quite often made feasible by the modal decomposition scheme.

• proper modelling of the spacecraft can result in

! o model possessing relatively few degrees of free- 2.	 Kinematical Considerations

dom and yet retaining all the essential dynamic
chnrneteristics of the system. 	 Even then some Lot us consider a general spacecraft consisting
truncation may be necessary.	 lit 	 cane of con- of a central body with an arbitrary number of ap-

Lrol of nonrotating spacecraft, it is common prac- pendages.	 The central body will be referred Lo as

tice to use the system natural modes to decouple the "platform" and it can be rigid or elastic.

Lila system and control only n limited number of Quantities pertaining to the platform will be des-

lower modes.	 This procedure can be implemented ignated by the subscript P. 	 The appendages can be

I with relative ease because natural modes of nonro- of three types:	 rigid and rotating relative to

rating structures can be readily computed. 	 Recent the platform, elastic old nonrotating relative to

advances in the analysis of gyroscopic systems, the platform, and elastic and rotating relative to

however, makes a modal approach possible also for the platform.	 Quantities pertaining to Lila types

rotating spacecraft.	 Following is a brief litera- of appendages listed will be denoted by the sub-

ture survey of related work. -scripts R, E, and A, respectively. 	 An example of
the first type in a rigid rotor, examples of the

In all attempt to control a flexible space boos- second are flexible solar panels or flexible an-

ter, Gevarter	 (Ref. 1) presents a procedure where- tennas cantilevered from the platform, and an il-

by the response call 	 represented in terms of Lila lustration of the third is a flexible rotor.

rigid-body modes and the bending modes of the mis- Clearly, there Can be more Lhnn one appendage of

aile.	 This approach permits a description of the a given type.	 We shall confine our discussion to

system lit 	 of transfer funetiord for the un- one of each type, however, with a summation implied

! coupled system.	 When Lila spacecraft is spinning, over appendages of the same type.

or when it pos gences spinning parts, the classical
modal decomposition is no longer possible because To describe the motion of the spacecraft, it

the modal matrix will not diagonallze Lila gyro- will prove convenient to introduce various sets of

ocoplc matrix.	 Kuo at al	 (Ref.	 2) have presented axes.	 In the first place, we wish to identify ani
n technique for [ha design of a digital controller inertial system of axes XYZ with the origin at a

for spinning, flexible spacecraft using a redesign point 0.	 Then, we shall identify a system of axes

of a preliminary Con tinuors -data control system. xpypzp with the origin at the center of mass P of

*Professor, Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics,	 Associate Follow AIM.

**Associate Professor, Department of Electrical Engineering.

***Graduate (research AFnin Lent, Department of Engineering Science and FlechanleG.
Thin, work was supported 

lit 	 by NASA ]research Grant NSC-1109 sponsored by Lisa Structures nod Dynamics

Div lit ion,	 Langley Research Cantor.
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it hi' pint tuna find co life Id [lilt w  111the pi-fin , I.Ind
inxsa ill the univitnmud pJ.atlnrm. Slntlarl y, we	 1

lithall connlder n net of oxen xllyltzk nttnched to
the rntur find with Lin- origin aL Lho mnaa COntur It

,af Lhe rotor. The motion of nn olnutJc member non-
IrotntLgl I'u In LJVU to Lhu platform still be dcocribcd

lily menna of it set xliypflt attached co Lila member III

nnulel'urnnvl IMILe find with tho origin I: fit Lim point

lot otttithmvut of Lite mumber. III Life Home Mannar,
,we Clio define itlist ofoxen x AyAzA with the origin

at A and colncldlin; with a l;lvml'uut of fixes Lo
Atha r•oLni.lnll clOOLlc member when in undeformed
estate. The npseaCraft and Lhe various auto of fixes

,are shown In Fig. 1,

The position of the poinL P relnLlvu to the in-

erLJnl sputa Is given by file radius VCCLOr ROp

,from 0 to P. The rotation of axon x l,yps l, rela Cive

iLo nxen XY •A is given by the angular velocity vac-
itur Op. ]n addition, tiny poinL of the platform
Icon undergo clastic motion rgla CiVO to xpypzp.	 I

War uimpl.iclLy, however, we shall assume that the

1platform is rigid. The positions of the lntercon-
ineeting points R, E, and A relative to P are de-
InoLCd by the radius vectors RPit, RPE, and RPA, res-
IPtcCivaly, fund the rotations of oxen xpylNlt and

xAyAz	 uguA relative to xpypzp are denoted by the r-

I]at• velocity vectors wit and wA , respe_cri ely. It

Ifollown that Lite positions of It, E, .,lid A relative

to 0 are ROP + RPIt' ROP + Rp E , and 12 01, + RPA , res-

I

pectivel.y. The position of an arbitrary point in
the pla Lform relative to P is given by Lila radius
vector rp, Similarly, the position of an arbitrary

I pofn t In a spinning rotor relative to R is given
Illy rlt . On the other hand, points in the flexible
[appendages E and A are described by EE + uE and
j	 r.t, where rE and rA are nominal positions of
i11 pointo when the appendages are undeformed find

11IS and uA are elastic displacements. IL follows
that Lhe absolute positions of arbitrary points in
Lite various apacacrafL members are

Rp - RoP + rp	(ln)

RA - R01` + R
PR + rR	 (lb)

RE a itOi, + RPE + rE + uE 	(lc)

ltA - ROP + RPA + rA + uA	(id)

IIt should be pointed out that ROp is generally

Igiven in Lerms of Inertial components, r P , RpR,
.RPE, and RpA in terms of components along axes

;xrypzl" rR in terms of components along xRyRZR'

IrE + uli in terms of components along xEYEZE, and

C,
A + uA in terms of components along xAyAzA•

The angular velocity vectors ofaxesxRYRZR'

yEZE , and xAYAZ.A relative to the inertial space

arc

Inlong

RIt oOPi"mit , OFanP,itA-nP+wA(2)

respectively. Note LhaL Op interms of components

 X1.7 end wR and mA are Lit terms of Components

1 -11011 1, xltyRZR and xAyAzA , respectively. This per-
ImICS us to calculate absolute velocity vectors for

arbitrary points in Lhe various members in the form

vP X01; + ?
p x rP	(3a)

vR 	yop i. Inn x Rl,it i• 11R x rR 	(3b)

1j V, , v	 b Q x (It ,+ r + u )+ u	 (3c)
i I.	 01'	 I'	 Cb	 E	 C	 C

vA - v01, + nC x ItI,A + OA x (rA + uA ) + uA	 (3d)

where (it, and uAA are velocities of the polnta In
quoutlon rolntive to Cho moving frnmen. Wu sots
once ngnln that Lite various terms In Fla. (3) are

'.. In tcrmu of dlffurent aota,of axon.

It will prove convenient to work with velocity
compon gucn in terms of member axon. For example,
we shall express Op and vp litterms of components
along nxcu xpypr l„ etc. To this and It In more

natural to work with MlLrlx notnClon, which nocus-
oitntes the Introduction of the matrix form of thu
vector croon product. Ilance, let us darin g the
following okaw, symmetric matrices

0	 ^O z	nY	 0	 rz	
rY	 i

(1	 Oz	 0	 -Ox , r	 rz	 0 -rx

-Lly Ox 0	 -ry	 rx 0

(4)
0 -uz uY

u

1

1'y0-ux

 
ux 0

I
Than the cross products n x r, n x o f r x R, slid

U x Q have the matrix countcrparte nr, au ' Fsl,

and On, respectively, In addition, we must intro-
duce the matrices of direction cosines between var-
ious systems of axes. For exnmple, the matrix of
direction cosines between axes XYZ and nxes xpypzp
will be denoted by Lop, so that

i

i Ixp yp zp ) T = LOP [X Y Z)	 (5)

I,Similarly, the matrix of direction cosines between
iaxcs xpyPzP and axes xityR zR will be denoted by 1.p R,
ate. With this notation, Eqs. (2) can be replaced

Illy

19R LPOP + mR , OE - 
1•PERP' RA - LPA[IP + wA (6)

land Eqs. (3) can be replaced by

°v-P LOP"Op - rPRP	 I

' v-R	 LPRLOpv-OP - LpRRPital'	 rOR	 .(v)

, vE LPELOPvOP - LPE

t

f

i

pERP - 6
E + 

uE)LPERP + uE

IV  LPALOPv-Op - LPA YARP - ( A
 + uA)-A + u 

3. Kinetic EnC'rr.}j Potential Iinargy and Non-
conservative Virtual work

I
Tile kinetic energy of any member can be written

in the 

(

general form

I T 2 J	 vTV din + 2 J	 vRvgdmR
MP	 mR

p -p

	

+ 2 J YIEYI. E + 2 I v^VAdmA	 (8)
mF	mA

2
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lolmyt Lqs. (7), thu kinetic energy beCamail	 -^' ••-^

'T 2 m Vpp 
+ 2 RP J DP 

+_w
 R JR 4hli + 2 mA JA WA

1•	
lillt ,L 

mR + nP LP
A JA 

wA + 2 r
m ue 

U d ing
.	 1 E

+ J. u
A 11A dmA vop Lop (in E ipE + MA RPA

n
43 

T	 T
V,, 

rPg 
L
PL

,
 
+ 

LPA rAo L
PA) nP

OP LopJjA LAC WA + v p LoP (LPE RE + LPA rA)

+ RP(7 7"PL' _L LEC LPE + i PA Li'A LAC LVAA_)aP

+2 1A 1'n rAG WA - nPE (gPELPERE + " 1'ALPARA)

— 
RST' (LST'L' 14:+ LPAh A) - W^ InA	 (9)

JA J (TA + uA)( rA + uA)dmA
mn	

•

=LG ° 1 (YE + uE 
)dm E

(^
	 (1(

rno J	 (cA + U_A)dmA
mn

r nnuoclnted wJtb the ulnoLl.a nppandngon and Dg and

DA tire the domain" of extnnnlon of thonu nppendnReu•
Tito dcnnitie" 01; and VA depend on spatial darJva-
Lives of the components of thu elastic dlnpl.nco-

mant vectors uA and VA , raenpec Lively. We,nhnll
not give explicit exprotilonn for V II slid VA at
till" point, but return to thin nubjeet in cha ne) t

	section.	 I

The potential energy can be used to derive the
connervative forcun acLLng all ihu nyn Lcm. 41 ad-
dition, there can be nonconnervativa forces pro"-
ant. Such forces call arks from various nources
such an solar radiation prennure, meteorite im-
pact, etc. Letting f be thu nonconaervative force
vector per unit nrua at a gJven point on the sur-
fnce S of the spacecraft and 6R the virtual dis-
plaeeiont of thnt point, the noaeanservative vir-
tual work for the entire spacecraft can be writ-

' ton in the form
i

	

i

s

	 r
dw ° 	 fp-SRPdSp + J	

I II,	 RdSR

	

P
	 i s

+

	

is
	 fE • 6REJSE + 

1	
f_A •6RAdSA	(12).

	

R	 is

where 6Rp, 6RR , 6RE , and 6RA can be obtained from
Eqs. (1$. Dote that concentrated forces can be
treated as distributed by using spatinl delta func-

tions.

The kinetic energy, potential energy, and vir-
tual work can be used in conjunction with Lagrange's
equations to derive the system equations of motion.
This sydtcm of equations is of the hybrid type,
i.e., dome of the equations are ordinary differen-

tial equations and the balzince are partial differ-
entJ.nl equations. The first are associated with

the rigid body motionn of Lhe spacecraft whereas
the necond are associnted with the elastic din-
placements, It will prove most convenient, how-

l ever, to work with a completely discrete system,
which requires the transformation of the partial
differential equations into ante of ordinary dif-

ferential equations. Thin will be done in the

next section.

whrs.a m is the total mass of the spacecraft, vop is
the magnitude of vop, and J is the total inertia ma-
trix of the entire spacecraft in deformed state a-

bout P in tarms of components along xpypzp. More
eve:	 i

-T -

J32 
a	

Tit rR 
din

mlt

uE dm
E r PA J 

OA 

uA dm 

11L ° J	 (rI + ;T)up dmE
mL

1,A ° J	 (iT +;T )u dmA
nA

Gape ally, Lila potential energy in of two types,
mumely, gravitational and elastic. Because of the -
.high altitude of gensynchronous sa Lellites, the j
differential gravity effect is naGligibly amn11,
me that the potantinl energy will be assumed to be
cutiTely due Lo flexibility. We uhall express the

.potential energy in the

(

 form

V 

..J VL dDL + 1 VA do 	 C11)

X11	 DA

auhezc Vgl ze,d Vn are potential energy_ densities

4. System Diacretization

To eliminate the spatial dependence from the
formulation, let us assume that the displacement

vectors uE and VA can be written in the form

uE 
° 4.013 r u

A 
° 'AAA	 (13)

who

	 NE and i-A arc rectangular matrices of space-
dependent ndminsible functions and ;E and 4A tire
time-depondent vectors of gonerallzed coordinates.

If GE and rA have dimensions n E and nA , then 4,1,
and - 'I'A are 3 x nE and 3 x nA matricen, respective-
ly.

lining Eqs. (28), we can write
J

uP uE dmE ° GP ME 4
in

(14)
r A 

uA dmA ° {A 

MA 

fA

mA

3
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In • wh Lc11 y 61 In the generalized virtual displacement

vector. Introducing Eq. (20) into Lq. (19), we
obtain the equations of motion	 i

mq + 841 + kq ., Q	 (22)

where S - IT - f in It okew symmetric matrix of or-
der n. The solution of Eq, (22) inn be obtained

tin closed form, an shown in the next Section.

AIAA ((11 . 1 %I'I I It

where 

(

n

11I, J
	

4 .  LL doll , !IA 1	 4A 
4A the 	 (15) i

mA

are symmetric poritive deflnite nlntrices of order

lol, and OA, rerpeetivgly. Moreover, the matrices
IJ. J L , JA, rEG , and ;AG now depend on rE and rA
ilnntend of u8 and u,1 . Similarly, we have pg -

'l'1:(rli), p^	 pr(W- h8 . I!E(rg,401 and hA - hA (rA,
^,A), no tint t:e klnatic energy,'I[q. (9), can be re-
jgarded no being entirely free of spatial dependence,

I
Assuming linear elasticity, the Spacecraft po-

tuntihl energy can be written in the discretized
form

V 2 
;F 

N rE + 2 
SA V•A rA	

(I6)

where XL and KA are symmetric punitive definite
jnciffneno matrices of order n8 and nA, respective-
I ly.The matrices KF and KA represent intagralit
lover the domain O 8 and OA of functions involving
spatial derivatives of 'DE and 4A , respectively.

The nonconservative virtual work, Eq. (12), can
be discretized In a similar fashion. We shall not

(

proceed with the discretizntlon process at this
time, but defer the question for a later section.

5. Lagran,e's Equations of Motion

Let us consider a discrete (or discretized) Sys-
Lem and denote by q(t) the configuration vector of
the entire system. 'then, the system Lagrangian
can be Written in the general functional form

L - T - V ° L(q,q)	 (17)

where it Was assumed that 1, does not depend on
Lime explicitly. The system admits equilibria at
constant solutions of the equations

aL/aq - 0	 (18)

[where BL/Dg denotes symbolically a vector with the

I

components gL/8qi (f m 1,2,..., n). Without loss
of generality, we can assume that the trivial so-
JAution 9 - 0 is n solution of Eq. (18). This is

I ::a because une can always shift the origin of the

( configuration apace to make it coincide with an
,equilibrium point.

Expanding about the trivial solution and lin-
carizing, the Lagrangion can be written in the
quadratic form

L ° 2 g 2mg + gTfq + 2 9Tkq	 (19)

where m, f, and k are constant square matrices of
order n. Moreover, m and k are symmetric. La-
grange l s equations of motion can be written in the
Symbolic form

d	 lI. 1 _ ^L
dt 

By/	
Del° Q	

(20)

where Q is the n-dimensional generalized force vec
tor, wliicb can be obtained from the virtual work

6. Modal Analvals for the Retaliation

The solution of Eq. (22) cnn be obtained by tlm

modal analysis of Refs. 5 and 6. To this end, we
transform the set of n second-order differential
equations, Eqn, (22), into a out of 2n firnt-order
oquaLions, which P'JOUntil to working with the state
space instead of the configuration space.

1
Hence, let us define cite 2n-dimensional state

vector x(t) and the associated force vector X(L)
as follows:	 -

X(t) - ( 5T (t) q (t)]T , x( t) - (4T<e) OT ] T (21) 1

where 0 in the n-dimensional null vector. Moreover,

let us introduce the 2n x 2n matrices
t

m 1 0	 C 1 k
I	 _ L _	 , G °	 - --	 (24)
P O k	 -k 10

where we note that I is syla-letric :nd G is skew
aymmetric. This parmi s us to roplace Eq. (22) by

Ix(t) + Gx_(t) - X_(t) 	 (25)
I

I

Wc shall assume that Loth m and k are positive def-

inite, so that I is positive definite.

To obtain a closed-form solution of Eq. (25),
we first consider the eigenvalue problem

I	 'iIx + Gx - 0	 (26)

The fact that I is positive definite, guarantees
that the eigenvalues are pure imaginary complex
conjugates, 1r - iwr, l r - -iwr, and that the as-
sociated eigenveviell .r.e also complex conjugates,
xr - yr + izr, x.	 - izr . Instead of working
with complex qugucit Ana, it in shown in Ref. 5
that Lite eigonvaluv ,rablem ( 26) call be repl ced

I
by the real symmetric eigenvalue problem

2	 2
wrIZr - Kxr , wriz r - Kzr ,.r - 1,2,...,n	 (27)

where K - GT I-IG is not only symmetric but also
; positive definite, because I is positive defil;itc.

I	
The eigenvnluca w  of the problem ( 27) have mul-

tiplicity two. The corresponding eigenvectors are

t
pp and zr. Eecausc I and K are positive definite,
llc set of 2n eigenvectura Yr and zr (r - 1,2,...,

n) tiro orthogonal (with respect to Lho matrix 1).
They can be normalized as as to satisfy

yrlyo . zr l
zs - 6" ' xr Iz

s - zTIx. - 0	
li

zsGxr - —X,Cz r - wr6rs , y
sGy r - zsGzr

r.

dI
J

_a

6W ^ 9T6 9
	

(21)

	 1,2,...,n	 (28)
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.Ilecnuse the net of vee Lars Yr mld r.r in ortho-
normal (with runpect to the matrix i), It conati- 1
l.uten a basin in n 211-d1monnionnl vector npace.
Hencs. Lilo state vector x(t) can be reprenWlted
no a linear combination df these elgenvsctors in	 i
the form

n

	

x(t) -
 

 T-1 [t
r(t)Xr + n r ( L	(29)

whero 4r(t) and n (t) arc generalized coordinates I
Associated with t1le vectors Yr and ir, reapec-
Lively. Introducing Eq. (29) into Cq. (25), mul-
tiplying by Ya and za in sequence, and using the
orthogonality relations (28), we obtain Lila inde-
pendent set of pairs of equations

Cr (t) - wrnr ( t) - Yr(t)

;r (t) + WJ r (t) - Xr(t)

where

Yr (t) - YrX(t) , Zr (L)- zrX(t)

	r - 1,2,...,n	 (31),

ore generalized forces associated with the gener-

alized coordinates 4r(t) and nr(t) respectively.

Equations (30) can be solved for the pair of
genernlized coordinates fr(t) and n (t) Indepen-
dently of any other pair. Introducing this solu-
tion into Eq. (29), we nbtain tha complete ran-
panne

nt
x(t) - E ( J [(Xryr + zrzr)X(T)cos wr(t-T)

r-1	 0

+ (Xrzr - zryr)X(T)sin wr(t -T)]dT

+ (yryr + zrzr) Ix(0)cos wrt

+ (Yrzr - z
rYr)Ix(0)sin wr t)	 (32)

where x(0) i.o the initial state vector.

The decoupling procedure can be written in ma-
trix f.orm. To this end, let us introduce the 2n- I
dimensional generalized coordinate vector 	 i

L4 ° [4I nI r2 n 2 ... fn nn 1 T	 (33)1

an well as the corresponding modal matrix

P ° [y]. zI y2 z2 .., 4 zn l	 (34)I

so that Eq. (29) can be written in the compact
Corm

x - Pw	 (35)

Moreover, the orthogonality relations can be com-
bined into

PTIP - 12n
	

(36)

where 12, in the unit matrix of order 2n. Pro-
multiplying both aides of Eq. ( 35) by PTI and
using Eq. (36), we conclude that

w - 11Tlx	 (37)Y!

Next, ILL us dories a block dingoonl matrix
A an follows:	 I

W  1 0	 0

0	 w2 1 -	 0	 0 1A . -- _ __ __ 
I
______ -___ i -

1	
1 (38)

--------------------------	 011___ 
0 I 0 1--- I W  

i

With this notation, Eqa, (30) and (31) can be
written in the compact f. Irm

I

w - Aw + : ' A	 (39)

7. Response of hh antrolled System to
Impulsive Excitation

Let us consider Lila case in which system (25)
in subjected to an impulsive force at time 0+
while in equilibrium, x(0) - 0. The force vec-
tor can be written in the form

X(t) - X6(t)	 (40)

I where X is the magnitude of the impulsive force.
Introducing Eq. (40) into solution (49), we ob-
tain

n	 t
x(t) - E J [(yryr + zr zr)X6(T )cos wr(t-T)

r-1 0

+ Qr zr - 
zrYr)X6(T)sin wr(t-T)]dT

n

((Yryr + zrzr
r1	
)Xcoa wrt

-

+ 
(Yrzr - zryr)Rsin wr t]	

(41)

which allows that the motion of the system consists
of a superposition of harmonic motions at the nst-
oral frequencies wr.

The impulsive force X6 ( t) can be shown to
cause a motion nnalogous to that caused by nn ini-
tin  excitation. Indeed, let us introduce Eq.
(40) into Eq. (41) and write

Ix(t) + Gx(t) - X6(t)	 (42)

Letting the duration of the impulse be 6L and
Integrating Eq. (42) with respect to time, we ob-
tain

I 
JAL 

x(t)dt + G At x(t)dL = X
 is 

6(t)dt - x

o	 0	 0
(43)

For small At, the second integral on the left
aide of Eq. (43) is negligible, so that

^
lim I 

At
J	 iCt)dt - I[x(G+) - x(o)1 - ix(ot) - x

Ar.O	 o
(44)

From which we conclude that the impulsive force J

5
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I producen 1.1111 mpclvnl.ont In LIA1 excltnl•loil

x(O h) ° 11%	 (p5)

It talc be easily verified that if the lnitinI ex-

cltatlon (45) in lunertud Into Eq. (12) last  d
of the force (40) the result would be the name.

8. System with Pronortionnl Control

Let us nnaume that tho system under conuidern-
tlon wan subjected to on impulsive force resulting
In oscillation according to Eq. (41). Let us

(

further nosume that the response exceeds a given
amplitude. Because the onci Llatlon per: is to with-
out attenuation, the response must be considered

unuaLinfactory, so that It is deemed necessary to
attenuate it by means of active controls. In this

sectl.on, we shnll one proportional controls and
in the next we shall use on-off controls,

Denoting by U the control vector, the system
differential equations of motion can be written
in the form

lkt) + Cx(t) - U(t)	 (46)

which in subject to the initial conditions x(0).
Using the approach of Sec. 6, we can reduce the
simultaneoun set (46) to the independent set

G r (t) - w ryr (t) - Yr(t)

r ° 1,2,...,11	 (47)
yr (t) + wrCr(t) - zr(t)

Yr (t)- yTU( t) , Zr (t)- 
zTU(t) , r - 1,2,...,n

(48)

let us assume proportional controls

Yr (t) - -c( r (t , , z r (t) - -cn r (t) ,

r .. 1,2,...,n	 (49)

its that Eqs. (47) can be rewritten in the form

( r (1.) - w r nr (t) + cC r (t) - 0

r ° 1,2,...,11	 (50)

;r
( t) + wrCr (t) + en r (t) - 0

The solution of Eqs. (50), obtained by the La-
place transform method, is

C r (t) - c ot (C r (0)coS wr t + n r (0)sin wrt)

11 11 (L) - cot ( - f r (0)nf.n wr t + n r (0)coo wrt)

r - I., 2,,..,11	 (51)

no that the response dies out with time.

The question remains nn to how the proportional
control on the decouplcd coordl.naLea Cr(L) and
n,.(t) relate to that of the state vector x_(t). To

Ithir, end, we multiply Eq. (29) by yrl and zrl, in
Inequence, consider Eqs. (28) and obtain

I C r (t)	 yT1x(t), n r (t) - ZTIx(t), r - 1,2,....n

(52)

Combf%ing Equ, (48),-(49), and (52), we enn write

Yr (t) - -cc r (t) - -cZTIx(t) - YT^(t)

zr (t) - -cn r (L) - -czTlx(t) - zTU(q

r - 1,2,...,n	 (50)

from which we conclude that

U(t) - -clx(t)	 (54)

or, Cho controlvector U(t) is proportional to
the vector Ix(t).

9. System with On-Off Control

Proportional control has one drnwback, nnmely,
it munt operate continuously. A scheme without
thin drowbnck is on-off control. The control law
assumes a region of deadband bared on the recog-
nition that within some tolerance small oscilln-

1 Lions are acceptable.

Let us consider once ngnln the system (46)
and the decoupling procedure (47) and (48), but,
by contrast, we assume a control in the form

np
U - L 1 Iz a	 (55)

0-1 on 
' s o

where us is a nonlinear function of n o to br,
specified shortly. Introduc Lng Eq. (55) into
F.qa. (48) and considering the orthonormality re-
lations (28), we conclude that

Y r (C) °
n
£	 W yTlz uus - 0

c°1	 a
(56)

zr(t)

n

£ W ZTIZSu s °
1	

ur

c-1	 c r

no that Eqs. (47) reduce to

IZr(t)	 - w
rnr(t) - 0

' r -	 1,2,...,n (57)

nr (t) + wr C r (e) - W ur	
0

r

Next, let no specify that the function u r is

jgiven explicitly by

kr ,	 nr > dr.

	

or ° 0 , -dr < a  < d r	(58)

kr ,	 Or < -dr

licnce, the Solution of Eqa. (57) must be obtained
noparately for Lila three intervals indicated above:

1. For 
In r l 

< d r , u r - 0, Eqs. (57) reduce Co

C r (t) - wr n r (t) - 0

i
r - 1,2,....n	 (59) .

n r Cc) + wr C r Ct) - 0

I
whicic enn be shown to have the solution

-J
6
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F r (t) - Fr(o)con 
61 

t + 11 r (o)nin Wet

qr (t) - -Fr(0)u ln w r 
t + n r (0)cou Wrt

r - 1,2,...,n	 (60)

li. For is > dr, U  - -it r , Equ. (57) become

Z r 
(L)- Wr11 r (t)	 - 0

k	 r - 1,2,.. ,n	 (61)

; r (t) + WrYt) + WE - 0
r

which have the solution

It

Fr (L) - wr + 
Cr(0) '• 2 coo wr C + n r (0)611 wrt

k	

J
q r (t) - -^r (0) + 2 sin we t + n

r
(0)cos wrC

Wr

r - 1,2,...,n	 (62)

iii. For n r < -d r, U  - k  the response is ob-

tained by simply replacing -kr by dkr in
Eqn. (62). Dunce, 

11F r (t) - R= + Cr(0)_'kr] cos w r t + " r (o)sin wrt
41	 W

k
qr (t) - - F r (0) - 2 sin w r 

t + it r (0)cos W 
r 
t

Wr

z - 1,2,. .. ,n	 (63)

The behavior of the solution, Eqs. (60), (62),
and (63), can be discussed must convenietttly in
the phone plane nr vu. F,r. From Eqs. (60), wa	 j

I conclude that if ,F r (0)	 < d r , then the
trajectories represent circles with the centers

1
let the origin and with radii Fr(0^• If
the motion 1s initiated in the region nr > d r , then
(from Ells. (62) we conclude that the trajectories

(

are circles centered at Fr - -kr/w 22, and with radii

(Fr(0) + k,/.' ]' + t1 r (0). On the other hand,
1from Eqs. (63) we conclude that the trajectories
initiated in the regionnr < dr are circles con-
C
/
e
-
red
-

at F,r - kr/wr and with radii

[ F3 r(0) kr/w ]^. A given motion Sni--
Listed at some point nr(0) > dr, Fr(0) < 0 will

'''.follow a circular trajectory until It reaches the

Ihorlrontal Line n r - dr , when the control In re-
Imoved. If et title point F, r < 0 1 than tllo trnjec-
(tory will tend to move clockwise oila circle cen-
tered !It the orJgin, which will take the motion
back Into the region nr > dr causing the control
to be actuated again. Repetition of thin motion
Ipa Ltern reSUILS in chattering along the line nr - I
Cd r . If the trajectory lnitlnLLd It nr(0) > dr

1

hltn the line n r = dr at a point for which C r > 00
then the mutton will continue on a circle with the
center at the origin until It reaches nr - -d r , so
that now chattering occurs along the line 9r -

I-d r . Figure 2 nhuws these trajectories along with

L
nome at her possible cases.

To'prevsnt chattering, 
site 

any Wall to delay
the time no that Lila cuntroln nru removed when
the trajectories are inside Lite dendband lntnrval.
Thin in etpllvalont to introducing n phaun ongia

In the uolutJons (62) and (63). Figure 2 shown in
dashad Ilse tine system behavior for n Lima delay

corresponding to a phase Ing of 100.

The on-off control witii dondband and time de-
lay corresponding to n decoupled mode is illustrated
in the block dingram shown In Fig. 3. 	 .

It should be pointed out that tine shove nnnly-

sic, including the phone plane representation of
''the motion, would not have been feasible without

i
tha deccupling procedure,

10. Reconstruction of the State Vector

from Available Outputs

Regarding the control no an external excitation

and using the analogy with Eq. (41), the equations
of motion of a controlled spacecraft subjected to
external excitation can be written in the form

Ix+Ox - X i• U
	

(64) 1

Unlike the force vector X, however, which depends

on time alone, the control vector U depends spe-
cifically on the state variables, ' In Sec. 9, we
studied two cause, namely, that in s:hlch U 

is 
it

linear function of the State vector and that in

.which U is a nonlinear function. Because now the
input to the system is X + U instead of X, the
decoupled equations of motion can be written in
the symbolic form

L - Aw + FT (X d• U)	 (65)

The above control is predicated upon the knowl-

edge of the state vector x(t). Quite often, how-
ever, the state vector is -not completely known,
so that a method for its estimation in highly de-
sirable. Such a method uses another dynamical

I systeln known as an obnarver.

The discussion of the observer can be conven-
iently presented in terms of the uncoupled system.
Let vm denote a vector of measurements correspond-
ing to the time derivative of the uncoupled state
vector w. The object is to construct an observer
capable of yielding a good estimate of the state

',vector. Such an observer should be a dynamical
system resembling the dynamical system (65) and
should depend both on the input X + U and the

^measurement Gm . In general the mcnaurementn need
not be the complete set of states. The observer
.approach can easily be extended to include the
effect of measurement errors thereby resulting in

a filter approach. Hence, let us consider oil
 described by the following vector differen-

tial equation

w - A0w + I10wm + NOPT (X + U)	 (66)

where 	 denotes the observer-constructed state
voctor'and A0 , 110 , and NO are block-dingonnl, ma-

trices to be determined no that the observer ex-
hibits the desired bchevior. Moreover, the men-

suremenCa vector Wm is related to the State voc-
tor w by

wm - cow	 -_ (671

i
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;wilt- re CO lu gt-nt-rnl I  it UnOlu lnr into I. or lx which

dvpruda uu ti lt- r hnrucl erlut lwl ill Lhu cu"unu•Ing

devices. introducing Equ. (65) end (67) Into

Eq. (66) and Subtracting Lite [eeUlt from Eq. (65),

we obtain

v - w ^ (1 - 110C0)Av - AOw + (1 - C000

	

- NO )I'T (X + U)	 (68)I

where. 1 Ill the Identity matrix. LOCtinB the me-

trlcen A0 . IIC , mid NO antisfy the equa!Wrin

( I - C0 110 )A - AO	 1 - C0 110 . NO	 (69)'

Eq. (68) reducen to

	

w - w - AO (v - v)	 (70)

The observer dynamics is simulated in Fig. 4.

Next, let us introduce the notation

	

C(t) - v(t) - v	 (71)'

Iwllerc c(t) in known as the CRLJmation error, La.,
itha dlCference between the actual state vector and
Lhe reconstructed utnta vector. Introducing Eq.

(71) into Eq. (70), we obtain 	 i

	

c(t) - AOSM	 (72)
I

no that if the eigenvalues of A O have negative real

partn, the error decays with time. There are no

appm•ent restrictions on the eJ.gonvnlues of AO un-

til measurement errors are taken into account.

T'yplcally, the cigenvalucs of AO would be "faster"

I thatothe synte,n cigenvalucs by a factor of 5 to 10.
I

Generally, one 0nioscs Lite matrix B IG so that

the matrix App line the desired eigenvalues, III
ticular, Do to chonen as a block diagonal matrix.

I

We recall that the matrix A is itself block-dingo-

nal, as can be seen from Eq. (38).

Next, lot us anaume Gat Rome components of the
State vector x(t) Have been measured by means of

Ion-board sensors• such as race gyros, accalerom-
Ietera, etc, iterating the measured state vector

I
rate by ,(L), where

in	 - (qm(t) 9m(t)) T	(73)

Le can use Eq. (37) and wits

	

wm(t) - I'Tlxm(t)	 (74)I
I

Assuming for simplicity chat Co la the Identity

, matrix, which implies complete observability, and
IJntroducl.ng Eqs. (69) and (74) into Eq. (66), we
Obtain the observer equation

w - AOw + 11
0

11T1xm + (1 - BO)I,T (X + U)	 (75)1

The mn Lrix Ilo can be chosen So that the matrix

A0 In the dingonnl, i.e.,

AO - diag(a1 O1 ... or Or ... nn On)	

(76)I

1 ao'.laws immfflcdincely that

-1	

s
 IV 0
	 -ar/w,)

]. 110  ApA	 blo(k-din 	 /W	 0 J	 (77n
C C

	

I1
1.-._..,....-..-.-_ 	 I	 . a /W	

__....-...	 I- {

111	 block-ding

8

	

- blk•dln 
I	

r 
r	

(776) .

L.-Or/wt-	 1
0 

Introducing the notation

9 O0pT1xm + (1 - a0 )PT (X i • U)

where

	

(4rl 4nl ... 
44r 44r 

... 
Qrn 4n11 ) T	 (79

and considering Eq. (76), Eq. (75) cnn bu written

in Lion form

4r - ar4r + QSr

T	 1,2r.••JI	 (80

I	 nr - Prior 
q 

Qnr

which tins the general solution

I
art• 	 It ar (t-t)"

Sr (t) - S r (0)a	 + J n	 Q4r(t)dc

0

^.

nr (t) - nr(0)eOrt + (t cor(t-t)4nr(T)dr

0

r - 1,2,,,.on
	

(81)

Choosing ar and Or (r - 1,2,... ,n) an complex
numbers with negative real parts, we conclude from
Eq. (72) that the error c(t) reduces to Zero with
time, no that the decoupled observer state vector
w can be used to determine Lite behavior of the do-
aoupled system state vector V. Note that to ob-

tain the actual observer state vector we can write

x(t) - PW(t)	 (82)

The vector Q consists of one pnrC due LO the

measured state'vector and external disturbances
.another part due to the control

4 - 9, + 
4u	

(83)

where

i	 Sx ^ BOPTIxin + (1 - B
0 

) P
T 
X

(84)

Su ^ (1 - Bo)PTU

Bence, the classical nenaratlon principle is illuu-
trated In thnt the observer can be used to Actual-

' ly control the system. If gu is taken to Slone-
late the proportional central of Sec. 8 or the on-

off control of Sec. 9, then the actual control
vectOV Is obtained from the second of Eqs. (84) in

Lila form

U - IP (1 - BO)
-Ise	

(OS)

where

0	 w /O

(1 - BO )
-1 

-	 Cblock-din	 r r	 (86)

	

-wr /ar	0

11. Control of n Sninnine. Flexible Spacecraft

Befora proceeding with the derivation of Ln-
grnpga,-nequa Lions of motion_. it will prove con-

a

I

(78)'

)	 1
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jvvn lent In Ident lfy Ih p ny tit vin general i r.rd coor-

Idltatvo. Aneamll„{ hint the unlallllu ,novcn IS a

Iclrculnr urblt around the enrth Unit [lint the Can-
J ter of mano of the auu• 111L0 co Loclden with the

ieva,ler of MISS P of the platform for all prnetical
I puapnup n, the vector vOp call be considered ns boin8
known. Moreover, we uh.il.l AHRUme that there nra

inn mpmbern rotating I'eln[Ive to I platform Slid

Illat there are two elailLlu pniVIN nttnehed to tho
pintform. Therm pnneln sire uymmett'lc with reopect
Jill Ibe palm, p and their motion In anLlaymnu•trlc.
Ill follown that all qunatitieo with subticripte It

111ed A call be lgnared IS We kinetic energy Eq. (9).
Iin addition, we hove

inVJ E - rEG - 0 , (p " 0	 (87){

lCoPnidering tla above n"sumptions, as wall an L'qn.

(14), and ignoring cototant Lonna, Bqa. (9) reducen

Ito

^T - 2 he J '-'p + Z CE 
ME 4E - n  LPE Ii

8 	(88)I

Hex t, let US IIS"uma that in equilibrium the
platform "as xpypzp rotate relative to Lila iner-

Itial Space XYZ with the uniform angular velocity
10 about zp, where zp in parallel to Z. Titan, if
Iwo consider a oat of auxiliary axon xptyptzpl ro-

Itnting relative to Lite inertial option with the an-
gular velocity It about Zr"' where zp, In pnrallel

Ito Z, and if we denote tfta onq^inr velocity of
In%en xpypzp rularive to xp'yp 4,,, by w il l then the
langular velocity of the platform axon xpypzp role-

Itive to the inertial Space can be wr It ten in the

form

nil, - OR + W 	 (89)

where t In the vector of direction cosines between

ax].0 z I„ and axes xpypzp. Assuming that axe" xpyp
z, Ire ob mined from axes xpiyp,zp, by mantis of

t^,en roratlonS u 2 about yl„ 01 about xp, and 03

shout zp, in that order, than

R	 [nol"O. cols02c03 "0 1"0 3+co lso 2"0 3 col"021p

(90)I

and

CO3 co 
1 
00 
3 

0	 .1

iml, -	 -003	cO1c03	0	 02	 (91)

0	 -"0 1	1	 03

(where SO i - Sin Oil co l - con 0 1 (1 - 1,2,3).
i

I pan

iteprenenting the Claude diaplucmnento of Clan
els as follows:

uE ° 0 , vE - A'1C1 , wE " C2 S 2 i' ^3C3	
(92)

Iwht• 1' p il l in the• firut In-pinn p mode• ^2 to the

first our-of-plant , made 'And 4. 3 in Lhe ftrat Lor-
'.nlonal made labout x t.,	 t, In reducing file. (89)-(92)

Into Eq. (88), and linearizing, we obtain

T - 2 02 ((0 - C)Oi + (A - C)02 - 2aO 1C3 + 2bo 2r•2

+mLrl) + 0(-nb 10 2 + (1 - cj0 2 °I. 
~ b01C2	

I

-	
3C3 - 60 1 4 21 4-2(AOi + I102 + C0^) + 2(m1S1

+ e1242 + MAP ' bD 2 4 7 •I• " 0 3 4 1 •1. 00 1 4 3 	(93)

where A, II, C tiro the memento of lnurl.ln of the

entire undoformed Spnecernft nbout nxan lip, yp, zp,
runpuctivoly, and	 [

	

I A - ^m, x
Emldm

l( 
, In	

!m 
xE¢2dmE

L	 1 L	 (94)

a -	 Y03"L , mI „ 
1	

'6idmr , 1 - 1,2,3
mE	 mE

In torme of the motion indicated by Ella. (92), the

' potential energy in

3
V - 2 E in A

2 
C2

1.1

where Al (1 - 1,2,3) are Cho nntural frequencies
of the panel associated with tha motion 01 (1 - 1,

2,3).

Tho nonconsarvative virtual work can be written
to terms of Lila generalized forces and virtual dis-

placementS no follows:

3
aN	 E (F	 60bo i + FCI d{ i)	 (90)

i°1

'where F01 end FCi (i - 1,2,3) are the generalized

forces.

Lngrange'S equations of motion can be written

in the general form

daL \I AL_ 

1

	

Ft ( a 0 1) 80 1 	01

i - 1,2,3	 (97)

it
	 \

f
	 al,

tit 	 Dc l - FC1

IFrom Lila third of Eqn. (97), we observe that if

Fpp3 - 0, than 03 is 
all

	 coordinate, no

tliat

al_ „ CO  + n4l - 0 - cons[	 (98)

a03

fiance, incroducAtg

	

0 C 
aCi	 (99) 1

i	 I
into the kinetic energy, we obtnln

I

T - 2 02 [(8 - C)o 2 + (A - C)O2 - 2"0 143 + 2bO 2C2

f	 I

+ mIC 1] + n[-AO 10 2 
4-(B - C)0 20 1 - b(6 1C2+ 0142)

2

- cO2C 31 + 2(AO1	•1. 802) +2 	 ((m
l - 2C)r1	 i

(75) ,

9
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i m24 2 .1. 0134" - 116242 ,I. 
06143....-._....._....`100)

.Icxt, let till Introduce the configuration vector 1

9 ' 1 0 1 02 4 1 '.n 4 3 ) T	(101)

and the nnsOCiated IIalleeilnerVALINO force vector

Q ' IFF	 F	 i 42 FS3)T	
(102)

Then Lngriulge'n equations, Eq. (20), assumes the
form (22), In which

A	 0 0	 0 e

0	 it 0	 -b 0
2

n- 0	 0	 ml - Z- 0 0

0	 -1, 0	 n2 0

a	 0 0	 0 m3

o C-A-g 	0 0 0

-(C-A-I1) 0	 0 0 -e

g ., R 0 0	 0 0 0	 (103)

0 0	 0 0 0

0 c	 0 0 D

	

C-11 0	 0	 0	 a

	

0 C-A	 0	 -b	 0

	k- R2 0	 0	 ml (Al2-1)	 0	 0

	

0	 -b	 0	 at2A*2	 0

	a 	 0	 0	 0	 m3A32

where Ai - Ai/R (1 - 1,2,3).

We Observe that the equation for the coordinate
17, 1 is independent of the other ones, so that its

solution can be obtnined independently. For aim-
^lrlfclty of computer programming, howuver, we choose
not to treat {1 separately but no part of the for-
mulation (103).

I
Ti le solution of Eq. (22) with and without con-

Itruln and wi Lh m, s, and k in given by Eqs. (103)
'LO31OWS the pattern established in Secs. 6-10.
i

The above formulntion wan used to determine the

renponae of a spacecraft with the following parnm--
sterel

A - 1. 000 kg m 2 , D - 6,000 kg m2
C - 8,000 k.1S m2 , 0 - 0.6 red e-I

IThe panels were modelled by the finite element
^cothod. The first natural freq -anclen for In-
plane, Out-of-plane, and torsional vibration are

Al 
	 0.0647 rnd 11	 A 2 - 0743 rnd it

A3 - 0.0227 rnd 0
-
1

^Slmulntiolm ware made of the ayattnn renpOnnnc fort
ll) uncontrolled spacecraft, 2) proportional control,

I

3) on-off control with duadband. Figures Ira, 41,,
5n, 56, and 6n, 6b allow typical computer pints for

the nutntlon angle 01 and the out-of-plane mode 4,2

Ifor the three canon, respectively. Tie initial
conditions and the various control parametorn worst

0 1 (0) - 0 2 (0) - 10-4 rad, S 1 (0) - 4 2 (o) - 43(0)

- 10"h m ,	 c - 0.1 11-1

III -S1
2
 -103 , d -11 1, -d - LOIr

k 	 2x103W. a2 , k -2x 103w2e 2
k3 - 10 l' w2 ll	 kh - 10"Ir wZ a"2 2

k5 •, 10-I' ws 0-2
i
Th., I.nclunion of Figs. 4, 5, 6 in merely to allow

'typical results. The results are Slut meant Lc ru-

prenent optimal control. Indeed, the on-off con-
trol renults could be greatly Improved by a reduc-
^tlon of the dead band constants.

12. Concluol.onn

This paper develops a modal procedure for the
control of a flexible spacecraft exhibiting gyro-

scopic behavior. Control vin decoupling hen dis-
tinct computntfonol advantages over control of the

coupled system, pnrcicularly frr large order sys-
tems, as it permits the use of methods of solution
1ganarally associated with second-order nyotemo.
Design procedural; are demonstrated for two types
lof control nlgorltbmn, propuetiondl control and on-
off control with dand bend.
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